
SKI 
The collection for skiers who desire  
functionality without sacrificing aesthetics.  
This ski season is all about patterns and struc-
tures. Graphic, jacquard and rose designs for 

her work their magic in black and white, light melange grey and limoncello. 
In the men’s selection, structured fabrics reign alongside four-way-stretch 
materials in green noir, bright blue and melange grey. A new addition are 
the fabrics that contain recycled materials. The women’s ski overall charms 
with multi-coloured inner hood faux-fur, and the men’s collection presents a 
technical corduroy jacket.

OUTDOOR 
Technical and sophisticated outdoor clothing, 
designed for people who enjoy active lifestyles 
and easy outdoor pursuits rather than hitting 
the gym or hiking for days on end.

Inspired by harsh winter conditions, the new outdoor collection builds on 
loose and puffy jackets, and midlayers with a modern take on traditional 
knitwear. What truly stands out are the waterproof and windproof Gore-Tex 
jackets for men and women. As for the colours, men’s blue, red and green 
noir are freshened up by pure yellow and nougat. Women’s sporty red and 
blue are balanced by the nude palette with beige and different pink shades.

Luhta has its roots in the northern forests  

and nature. Building on more than a century  

of experience, Luhta manufactures men’s  

and women’s clothing and footwear for  

all seasons. By skilfully combining heritage 

and present-day knowledge, Luhta creates 

classic and stylish products and novelties  

for both active and relaxed leisure time. 
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CITY 
Designed for sport-minded urbanites  
who want to look and feel good, from  
work to leisure. Luhta’s urban 

 collection combines classic silhouettes 
with the comfort and ease of sportswear.
Rich, nature-inspired colours, new luxurious materials and floral prints cre-
ate the sportswear chic look for women. Shiny lacquer, technical velvet, faux 
fur and warm knits describe the season’s overall look. The men’s line pre-
sents a rougher, industrial feel in rusty orange. The collection is inviting with 
its warm look created by terry embroidery, structured sweatshirt fabrics, purl 
knits and technical wool-blend materials.

SCANDINAVIAN 
It doesn’t matter where you are, it’s your  
state of mind that counts. 
In your thoughts you can be alone in the wild 
surrounded by undisturbed nature. Inspired by 

this landscape of the mind, the AW20-21 collection focuses on midlayers 
made of wool-blend materials, teddy pile and felt-like fabrics to create a 
unique urban look with a strong nature orientation. All coats come in parka 
lengths; the trousers for her are slim-fit, for him they come in a regular sil-
houette. What they have in common is the raw and rustic look that is em-
phasised by the brown shades of leather, rust and cognac. 

LUHTA KIDS 
Cosy, cool and carefree capture the essence  
of the Luhta Kids collection that provides  
many options for mixing and matching.
This season, Luhta presents a juniors’ collection 

loaded with sporty vibes for the indoors and outdoors. The fabrics of the 
parkas, down-look coats and softshell trousers are laminated. The sports-
wear look comes from energetic colour combinations: Girls are dressed in 
melange grey, raspberry pink and dark blue with bright pink trims, while boys 
wear Luhta’s blue shade, dark blue and khaki green spiced up with lime. 
The colours leave a discreetly vivid impression with just the right balance of 
sporty energy and elegant flair.
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